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Editorial 

Aligning 
strategies to 
a changing 
world order 

Dear readers, 
The most severe effects of the economic crisis appear to be 

behind us. Several Western economies are showing signs of 

a fragile recovery, however, the future consequences of high 

debt in the public sector and the continuation of government 

economic support programmes remain to be seen. 

The crisis did however make one thing clear: global growth 

is dependent on major emerging countries like China and 

India continuing to grow at a significant rate. But what if dark 

clouds roll into the Middle Kingdom of China making it less 

cost competitive? Will India attract suffi cient investment 

into infrastructure and education to enable it to meet its 

challenges? What if high inflation in China and India puts a 

brake on high growth and domestic demand? What will it take 

to stem ill affordable leakages through improved standards of 

governance and accountability in most emerging countries? 

These days global growth is supported mainly by countries 

in Asia and South America. They have proven themselves 

to be more resistant to the economic crisis than some had 

assumed. Globalisation has seen China emerge as the new 

world economic power after the United States. We are 

witnessing a major shift in economic power as the major 

emerging countries account for an increasingly higher share 

of global GDP. For the West the opportunity lies mainly 

in gaining advantages through leading technologies and 

high quality of products and services at affordable prices. 

Many companies from traditional industrial nations have 

understood this: they are reinforcing their sales and service 
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networks in emerging markets, shifting production as well as 

research and development to be closer to the customer and 

enhancing their product portfolios for new target markets. 

In the process, foreign operations have reached a new level 

of development: second-tier emerging markets, like the 

African continent, are also rapidly becoming a driving force 

as they mimic the larger BRIC economies in many respects. 

Sustainable success in these markets requires a roll out 

of products and services which appeal to the mass 

of consumers with small wallets. 

While many western companies are still trying to redefine 

their market strategies, the great wheel of globalisation 

continues to turn: up-and-coming emerging markets contest 

the role of big players like China as cost and price leaders. 

Cheap producers increasingly shift to neighbouring countries. 

Higher salaries and increasing inflation in China is endangering 

the cost leadership it currently enjoys. Simultaneously, it is a 

constant battle to increase domestic consumption through 

a reduction in the traditionally high savings rate. China’s 

infrastructure and growth has benefitted considerably from 

the high level of state investment over many years but can 

this continue indefinitely without adverse economic effects? 

India too has challenges arising from poor logistics and 

inadequate infrastructure. Will these act as a brake on 

growth and per capita income and consumption? 

Whilst the West continues to have the edge, advances in 

innovation and technology are now also being incubated 

in major emerging economies. Emerging markets 

multinationals are making headway in new markets. 

At the same time, Western companies are in the process 

of learning from emerging market companies and integrating 

their cost and sales structures into their supply chains. 

These developments will ensure the survival of market 

dynamism and competition. 

Ian Gomes – Chairman, 


High Growth Markets Practice, 


KPMG in the UK
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Growth prospects – Strategy 

Strategies abroad:
 
Expanding the range of vision
 
The emerging markets are on a growth escalator. Countries like China, 
Russia and India have stepped up domestic and overseas investments. 
At the same time, other developing nations are regrouping and being 
positioned as attractive future markets.
 

In 2009, the GDP growth was 5 to 10 

percent not only in China, India and 

Brazil, but also in Turkey, Indonesia, 

Mexico, parts of Eastern Europe and 

the Middle East1. Thus European 

companies that are able to offset 

declining sales in Western Europe or 

USA by dynamic growth in emerging 

markets are profi ting. 

Reorient towards BRICs and 
other emerging economies 
Despite the tremendous growth 

opportunities, the competitive 

landscape in emerging markets can 

be daunting. Western businessmen 

must measure up to the strong 

financial resources, growing innovative 

power and international competition 

presented by emerging markets. For 

example, China cast off its positioning 

as Europe’s subcontractor a while 

ago and has reached global ranks 

as an exporter. Those who want 

to establish or expand business in 

emerging markets must study the 

markets and competitive landscape 

before drawing their overseas strategy. 

Identifying and/or designing distribution 

channels and customer networks is 

critical. Identifying the less developed 

economic regions and harnessing their 

potential could be a winning strategy. 

Potentials of these markets can be 

exploited for Western companies’ 

own growth only through crystal clear 

focus, clearly defined goals and well 

executed strategies. 
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Adapt the portfolio to 
population structures 
Many emerging economies are reaching 

out to western developed nations for 

capital and technology. Governments 

are also investing heavily through 

stimulus programs to propel their 

economies. The standards of living 

are rising and with them consumer 

demands. A huge new consumer 

class is evolving which may be ignored 

by western companies at their peril. 

Made-for-west products often out price 

themselves from this large consumer 

base. International companies that 

want a slice of the high-volume markets 

are wise to segment their product 

portfolio and adapt it to income groups. 

There are several success stories of 

innovations that reach the lower and 

middle class income groups. Increasing 

emancipation of the maturing emerging 

markets and increasing competitive 

pressure from cheaper neighbouring 

countries urges countries like China and 

India to reinforce innovative strengths. 

Western companies can profit from this 

by close networking and tapping into 

market niches beyond the technological 

advantages of new markets. 

Securing access to raw 
materials of the future 
The importance of access to raw 

materials or cheap sources of energy 

has never been more accentuated. 

Nowadays the interest does not 

lie only in fossil energy resources. 

According to the latest report of the 

European Commission, availability of 

14 important mineral raw materials 

is considered critical1. These are raw 

materials that form an important part 

of high-tech products along with 

products for everyday use such as 

mobile phones, thin-film photovoltaic 

modules, lithium-ion batteries or 

fibre-optic cables. Countries of the 

European Union are highly dependent 

on access to these raw materials. 

Thus, it should be expected that 

supply shortages and economic 

significance of specific raw materials 

will increasingly steer investment 

interest to regions rich in resources 

in Africa, Latin America and Asia. 
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Growth prospects – Strategy 

New target regions in sight 
Industry and technology of the BRIC 

markets still lag behind in many 

areas, but investors can profi t by 

“seizing the day.” The readiness for 

reform in many countries, an investor 

friendly environment and a strong 

domestic market are great attractions 

for the foreign investor. Countries 

like Indonesia or Vietnam promise 

stable growth due to their population 

dynamics. The opportunities lie more 

in the area of market potential than 

cheap labour. Companies are advised 

to react to possible risks when running 

an active portfolio strategy. To explore 

new terrain it is best to enter the 

market step by step: fi rst examine 

export possibilities, then acquire new 

customers through sales alliances, joint 

ventures and service partnerships, and 

with increasing knowledge of the 

market start to build up presence 

with acquisitions or greenfi eld 

investments. Direct market entry 

can be successful when suppliers 

acquire their customers in new 

regions through secure channels. 
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Good reasons to invest in developing countries: 

•	 Lower production costs 

•	 Use production capacities on location 

•	 Tap new markets and increase sales opportunities  

•	 Expand customer base 

•	 Develop products suitable for the market 

•	 Draw on available market knowledge of the target company 

•	 Participate in growth of second-tier booming markets 

•	 Secure access to cheap energy sources and raw materials 

 •	 Build up research and development capacities in the 
target country 

Good questions to help check strategies abroad: 

 •	 What market entry strategy has the highest probability 
of success? 

•	 What is the competition on location? 

•	 What infrastructure and work conditions does the country have? 

•	 Where are the interesting markets? 

 •	 Is the social environment of a specific location attractive enough for  
successful work assignments? 

•	 How can the political and legal uncertainties be managed? 

 •	 What are the fiscal consequences of the investment?  

•	 How will the production locations / businesses abroad be controlled  
and monitored effi ciently? 

•	 What protection exists for intellectual property?  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Growth prospects – M&A 

Emerging Markets M&A
 
New opportunities 
beyond the “BRICs” 
The economy is stabilising increasingly. Growth is back at the top of the 
management’s agenda. Yet where will it come from, if not from the populous 
new markets of Asia, Africa and Latin America? The growth rates there are 
attractive, at up to eight percent1. Those who set out to venture abroad to tap into 
new markets by acquisitions should also consider going off the beaten track to 
the “second generation” of developing countries. 

One thing has been embedded in the 

thinking and actions of market players 

in Western industrial nations since the 

economic crisis: risks are assessed 

more critically than before. As a result, 

many outstanding foreign markets of 

investors and companies are no longer 

assessed in the same euphoric manner 

as even in 2008. Moreover, the fi nancial 

situation of many companies at the 

end of 2009 was weak as compared to 

before the crisis. This puts them in an 

unfavourable position when negotiating 

with banks, which grant loans based 

on the most recent numbers, and 

with foreign partners, whose markets 

stabilised faster and who enter sales 

talks with reinforced self-confi dence. 

First generation emerging markets;  

Brazil, Russia, India and China (BRIC)  

are currently in the process of  

transforming the lessons they learned  

from a decade of economic integration 

with the West into new rules, which  

will help them control their markets  

and investments from abroad even  

better than before, and facilitate the  

securing of market access, distribution  

channels and growth in these regions.  

Small to medium sized businesses 

particularly face high obstacles where 

tax advantages and incentives are 

drying out, undesirable moves set new 

locks and conditions are dictated by 

one side. Together with continuing lack 

of the rule of law and the extensive 

bureaucracy the investment risk is too 

high for many. As of late, there is louder 

criticism of China, the most important 

emerging economic market, on how 

it treats foreign investors. The forced 

disclosure of know how, expensive 

approval procedures and protectionism 

puts sticks in investment wheels and 
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Growth prospects – M&A 

hampers access to the market, which 

is still considered the locomotive 

of the economy. But how can 

business leaders still tap the growth 

opportunities in new markets today? 

Strategically safeguard 
investments abroad 
These days, a foreign strategy can 

no longer be based solely on low 

labour costs in production. In fact, 

M&A transactions that aim only at 

low-cost production for Western 

markets have gotten rare. Entering 

new markets today involves 

concentrating on the value chain of 

production and sales opportunities 

in the country. This determines a 

company’s products and positioning 

locally and the strategic assets 

that need to be acquired for these 

purposes: BMW can exist in China 

with premium vehicles, whereas in 

the high-volume market Fiat would be 

confronted with competition it could 

hardly rival in terms of price without 

massive effort. 

Pharmaceutical manufacturers need 

to differentiate their strategies in 

India for metropolises with increasing 

affinity for brands and rural areas 

where generic drugs dominate. 

To approach the volume segments is 

hardly possible without purchasing 

local production and cost structures. 

Those who offer premium products 

often encounter respective willingness 

to pay, but do well to use assets in 

the most low-wage investment land 

to reduce the cost of products by 

partial production on location, thus 

strengthening the position both in the 

target and home markets. Availability 

of resources can also play a signifi cant 

role in investment decisions. The more 

dependent products are on natural 

resources or their extraction, the more 

important the direct access to such 

natural resources or the local proximity 

to the sales market in the country. 

Attain economies of scale with 
local service business 
Economies of scale can be achieved 

by developing complementary 

service business. Thus, it could be 

worthwhile to build up technical 

support when constructing plants 

and ensure availability and operation 

with appropriate quality control. 

It’s not always necessary to set up a 

company either: taking over a local 

service provider, used up to now as 

a subcontractor, presents a workable 

model to increase profi tability through 

service business. 

“Second-tier” markets of 
the future provide attractive 
conditions 
Up to now, BRIC was a synonym for 

unstoppable growth. Yet there are 

alternatives to direct involvement in 

these countries: there are emerging 

markets in the second row of at the 

starting line, which promise high 

growth opportunities as volume 

markets or operate as hubs for 

the BRICs and other countries in 

the respective region. Turkey, for 

example, is both a country with 

70 million inhabitants and an 

interesting bridge on the path to 

former Soviet countries (Azerbaijan, 

Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan etc) 

or the Middle East. Indonesia, 

Malaysia and Vietnam offer 

opportunities as platforms for 

volume business and stepping 

stones to the other Asian markets. 

In Africa, particularly countries like 

South Africa or Angola with signifi cant 

and cheap natural resources are 

an interesting investment. 

Along with population and location, 

what distinguishes these markets 

is the high interest of the state in 

investments from abroad. They want to 

bring economic power to the country 

and they’re more likely to create 

favourable conditions appropriate to 

economic market requirements.  

The creation of infrastructure,  

adjustment of regulations and  

economic development programmes  

improve the investment climate.  

In addition, the markets that  

demonstrated high domestic growth  

are able to detach from the economy  

dives of industrial nations. So while  

conditions are aggravating to some  

extent today in the established high  

growth markets, markets are opening  

in countries like Indonesia due to  

targeted stimulus programmes.  

Wages are usually still lower than  

in the new developed markets,  

however, most of the “Next Eleven”  

maintain good relationships and  

special agreements with the high  

growth markets, which could  

be put to good use locally.  

The risk of sharing with those 
who know the market 
Those who lack fi nancial capacity  

and resources for acquisitions in new  

markets can also rely on investors from  

emerging markets these days: the  

interest of Asian and Indian companies  

in having access to technology,  

expertise and customers in Europe and  

North America is great and the money  

is available. Chinese companies went  

on shopping trips abroad 298 times in  

20091 and the experience increasingly  

demonstrates to them that the high-

priced know-how they purchase cannot  

just be copied or disassembled and  

transferred to their home market, but  

that it is also in their interest that the  

organisation in Europe continues  

to fl ourish. Their willingness to  

participate in joint ventures and  

minority stakes is growing, which  

could bring valuable investment  

capital to Western companies  

and open doors to new markets. 
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David Simpson  – Partner, Global Head of M&A,  
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Country-by-country focus – the sleeping giant 

Indonesia:
 
the sleeping giant
 
237 million inhabitants, economically viable natural 
resources, forecasted growth of more than fi ve 
percent1 – all this makes Indonesia one of the most 
important new markets of the future. Is Indonesia a 
sure insiders’ tip for investors? 

The evidence is in the economic data. 

Due to low global integration, high 

domestic demand of 60 to 70 percent 

and a moderate national defi cit of 

29 percent of GDP1, the South Asian 

giant steered through the crisis nearly 

undisturbed. Away from the Asian 

Tigers, plagued by euphoric future 

expectations, speculations and 

fluctuating foreign demand, Indonesia is 

stabilising its political situation, fi ghting 

corruption and infrastructural problems, 

and facilitating foreign investments. 

If everything goes according to the 

government’s ambitious plans, growth 

will climb up to at least seven percent by 

20141. In addition, the island state offers 

further advantages: great potential in 

cheap labour forces, proximity to India 

and China, and enormous reserves of 

natural resources give promise of fertile 

ground for continued growth in the Far 

East. So, is the light green for investors 

who want a slice of this pie? 

Soon on par with the BRIC states 
“China+1” – the best Far East 

strategy: to partake in the boom of 

the world’s most populous economy 

and the Southeast Asian region at the 

same time thus limiting risk. After 

Vietnam’s accession to the World Trade 

Organisation, many investors expanded 

first to the Communist-infl uenced 

neighbouring country that boasted 

the cheapest labour force in the world, 

high back-log demand of infrastructural 

development, planned privatisation, 

reduction of trade barriers and the great 

consumer demand of a population of 80 

million. The unbridled flux of capital and 

the desire to secure market shares early 

on heated up the market and prices 

skyrocketed. China is also showing 

signs of change. A series of strikes in 

the automotive supply industry shook 

up the country. Regulated collective 

bargaining is being discussed for the 

first time. According to press reports, 

supplier factories of Honda, Toyota, 

Hyundai and BMW must increase 

wages by ten percent or more1. Even if 

this doesn’t signify the end of low-wage 

China, it is a clear sign that the country 

could shed the role of the subcontractor 

of Western industrial nations and focus 

on the domestic market. 

With this in mind, Indonesia is 

becoming increasingly important as a 

volume market with a young population 

and high growth momentum providing 

a gateway to the Southeast Asian 

economic region. The opening of the 

markets and the growing importance of 

Indonesia as a member of the ASEAN 

group (Association of Southeast Asian 

Nations) brings the country into greater 

focus for investors. Even though the free 

trade agreement enforced in Indonesia 

in early 2010 was accepted with mixed 

feelings, market liberalisation should 

stimulate investors positively. 

The fight against corruption 
promises political stability 
For years, lack of economic and political 

stability was attributed to the country. 

Before the crisis, the country suffered 

from substantial corruption in particular. 

It made headlines due to Islamic 

terrorist attacks. In comparison, the 

tight financial policy that lowered the 

country’s national deficit of 140 percent 

(1998) to just under 30 percent today1 

and the current account surpluses 

attained by the country, rich in natural 

resources, received little attention. 

But with the re-election of President 

Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono on 

8 July 2009 it became clear that his 

government’s course of reform survived 

in the medium term. Along with 

stepping up the fi ght against corruption, 

the reforms also include loosening of 

business conditions and facilitating 

foreign investments. Even though 

Islamist attacks on two luxury hotels put 

a new damper on stability, it seems that 

the country has definitively come out of 

the shadow and it is doing all it can to lay 

out the red carpet for investors. 
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The fight against corruption is 

concentrating on intensified controls and 

implementation of sanctions that even 

well-known country representatives 

cannot avoid for too long. The UN-

compliant Corruption Eradication 

Commission (KPK)1 established by 

Yudhoyono identified and contributed 

to the conviction of many corrupt 

bureaucrats, members of parliament, 

governors, and businessmen. 

If everything goes 
according to the 
government’s ambitious 
plans, growth will climb 
up to at least seven 
percent by 20141 

This helped the region jump to 111th 

place on Transparency International’s 

2009 Corruption Perceptions Index which 

rates 180 countries1. Now, spectators 

are waiting for Yudhoyono to extend the 

administrative reform in tax authorities to 

a general bureaucratic reform in order to 

prevent corruption among politicians and 

state employees in a structural manner. 

High backlog demand in 
infrastructure and facilitated 
investments boost the economy 
One thing is clear: Indonesia is racing  

to catch up with the Asian economic  

region. The country has signifi cant  

backlog demand to build up the weak  

public infrastructures. The government  

has recognised that power supply,  

roads and communication technologies  

are an important key to implementing  

the planned growth. Since the  

government lacks means, foreign  

investors are welcome. The energy  

and transport sectors as well as  

communication and construction  

industries, where average growth rates  

can be reported, benefi t in particular. 

That said, the course of reform is  

still sluggish overall and high trade  

barriers to protect the country’s own  

industry make it diffi cult for investors  

to navigate through a country still  

dominated by legal uncertainties.  

However with knowledge of the  

local market, regulations and cultural  

conditions, it is possible to tap the  

initial growth of a market that’s  

still unsaturated for now, before  

competition becomes denser.  

The requirements for equity capital /  

borrowed capital quotas in mergers,  

acquisitions and start-ups are dropped  

in a friendly gesture for the investors.  

The permitted share of foreign capital  

has been increased in various sectors.  

There are many strong indicators that  

the country is serious about opening  

the markets to foreign investors. 

For further information please speak to our expert: 

Robert Kees Director, International Markets 
Practice, KPMG in Germany 

T +49 89 9282 1118 
robertkees@kpmg.com 
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Country-by-country focus – Central and Eastern Europe 

Still attractive: 
Central and 
Eastern Europe 
After the collapse of the Soviet bloc, Central and 
Eastern Europe (“CEE”) went on a huge growth 
rally, which led to EU accession for many countries. 
The recent crisis has abruptly suspended this high 
flight. Even though many of the new EU countries 
will need time to recover from the massive drop in 
demand and the high levels of public debt, some of 
the strategic advantages remain unchanged. 

Intensive investment in infrastructure, 

low wage rates, privatisation and 

extensive reforms on the road to the 

EU drew many Western European 

investors to CEE. Well-educated, skilled 

workers with linguistic competence 

along with geographic, economic and 

cultural proximity made the countries 

interesting sites for production and 

shared services. 

However, high public debt incurred to 

finance growth and EU compliance, as 

well as a high dependence on the 

collapsing foreign demand were 

detrimental, impacting particularly 

Hungary, Romania and the Baltic States. 

According to data from the Economist 

Intelligence Unit as of May 2010, 

Latvia’s and Lithuania’s economies 

contracted by 18 and 15 percent 

respectively in 2009. In Romania, the 

contraction was seven percent. Even if 

experts expect faster recovery, the 

market situation continues to remain 

difficult overall due to a lack of 

11 INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY 

consumer demand. Most recently, 

Hungary has attracted attention with a 

total national debt of 78.3 percent of 

GDP1 and high levels of foreign currency 

denominated consumer loans. 

Poland was the only 
European country to 
experience GDP 
growth in 2009. 

In order to meet the budget defi cit target 

for 2010 of 3.8 percent, required by the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF)1, the 

government has introduced a crisis tax 

which hits fi nancial institutions, 

telecommunications, energy companies 

and hypermarkets particularly severely. 

This is supplemented by proposed cuts 

in the public sector and partially offset by 

the introduction of a flat rate personal 

income tax. 

The situation in Poland is different. 

With less reliance on exports and a 

greater consumer demand, Poland 

was the only European country to 

experience GDP growth in 2009. 

Preparations for the 2012 European 

Football Championships are also 

resulting in signifi cant investment 

in infrastructure. 

This situation offers attractive options 

for foreign investments today. 

Using stable wage cost 
advantages 
The post-crisis weakness of the 

economy and the labour market, which 

although recovering gradually, has 

not returned to the pre-crisis boom, 

safeguards stable low wage rates 

across most of CEE. This makes the 

countries still interesting as production 

and shared service locations (SSC). 

The trend within the SSC space is still 

towards multinationals establishing 

captive operations serving their 

European operations, particularly in 

the more established countries of 

Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and 

Slovakia. Some outsourcing operators 

are also present. CEE’s strengths 

are its proximity to Western Europe, 

cultural alignment, infrastructure, 

legal/political stability and the availability 

of experienced, multilingual fi nance 

professionals. Those in search of 

options for their production or SSC 

operation sites beyond the main cities 

and the established industrial centres 

may also profit from lower wage costs. 

Riding the privatisation and 
infrastructure development 
wave in Poland 
In Poland, interesting opportunities 

continue to open up for investors 

following the announcement of the 

privatisation programme 2008 – 2011:1 

while other countries in Eastern 

Europe have already sold many 
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state-owned  enterprises in the past  

20 years and invested in infrastructure  

development, Poland was less active.  

In 2009, the Ministry of Finances  

reported income from privatisation of  

just under 4.6 billion euro1. According  

to press reports, in 2010 Minister 

Aleksander Grad is expecting further 

privatisation  revenues of almost six 

billion euro (25 billion złoty)1. The focus  

lies on key companies in the chemical,  

energy and finance sectors. By the end   

of 2011, more than 800 companies will  

be transferred into private ownership1.

In addition, according to data of the  

Foreign Trade Chamber for 2009 

and 2010 there have been about 550 

contracts awarded for construction, 

project management and ancillary 

services funded by 19.4 billion euro 

of EU funds. More than half of this 

is going towards improvements in  

road transport whilst a quarter will  

be dedicated to improving the rail  

network. The Polish Centre for EU  

Transport Projects is responsible for  

the implementation; by 2015, its goal  

is to have invested 27 billion euro in  

transportation systems.  

 

For further information please speak to our expert: 

Mark Bownas Partner, Head of Markets 
KPMG in Central and Eastern Europe 

T +36 1 887 7122 
mark.bownas@kpmg.hu 

CEE’s strengths are its proximity to 
Western Europe, cultural alignment, 
infrastructure, legal/political stability 
and the availability of experienced, 
multilingual fi nance professionals. 

© 2011 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership, is a subsidiary of KPMG Europe LLP and a member fi rm of 
the KPMG network of independent member fi rms affi liated with KPMG International Cooperative, a Swiss entity. 
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Sectors in focus – Power & Utilities 

Energ
Opportunities in the 

y
Power & Utilities sector
 


 
After the end of 
communist rule in the 
early 1990s, many 
companies in Western 
Europe viewed the 
former Soviet Union and 
its newly independent 
client states as frontiers 
of untapped opportunity. 

This was especially true for the Power 

and Utilities (P&U) sector, which 

saw huge potential in the near-

obsolete, over-regulated generation 

and distribution industries of Central 

and Eastern Europe (CEE) and the 

Commonwealth of Independent States  

(CIS). As a result, many major western-

based operators secured footholds,  

waiting for markets to liberalise, assets  

to be privatised and growth to follow. 

Twenty years on, however, despite  

the fact that both the CIS and CEE  

are still liberalising their power  

industries with varying degrees of  

speed and success and much of their  

infrastructure is still in urgent need  

of upgrade, the game has changed. 

Peter Kiss, Global Head of Power and 

Utilities for KPMG claims post-fi nancial 

crisis, western investors are now about 

consolidation and as such are very 

specific and narrow in their targeting of 

the CEE and CIS markets. Up to 2008 

everyone was eager to go after every 

opportunity for the very simple reason 

that financing was readily available. 

Today if you look at the strategies of 

the western operators, everything is 

about focus and asking ‘what are our 

core competencies?’ “CEE and CIS 

opportunities are now about replacing 

and upgrading old and ineffi cient plants 

and networks whilst economies such 

as China, India, the Middle East or 

South America represent ‘green fi eld’ 

opportunities for growth potential”.  

In the former regions almost every  

residential customer is connected  

to a power grid, while in the latter  

untold millions wait to be electrifi ed.  

Furthermore, whilst in Russia,  

industrial consumption of electricity  

has dropped since the 1980s and  

growth across CEE/CIS is expected  

to be low, in emerging markets the  

dash for power is just beginning.  

So what are the opportunities 

now for Western-based P&U 

organisations in the CIS/CEE? 

Nuclear 
One big opportunity is the CEE’s 

nuclear revival as countries attempt to 

reduce their dependency on Russian 

oil & natural gas and view nuclear as 

an attractive, low carbon alternative. 

Nuclear programmes (both new build 

and lifetime extension programmes) 

are currently earmarked for Lithuania, 

Slovakia, Poland, Hungary, Romania, 

Bulgaria and the Czech Republic, 

adding up to an expected 42 percent 

growth in nuclear capacity to 17.4 GW1, 

many of which are likely to involve 

western groups either as professional 
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investors or equipment suppliers. 

But Richard Noble, Head of Power and 

Utilities for KPMG Europe, cautions 

that the CEE’s nuclear revival is just 

part of a global phenomenon and as 

such “there is a lot of competition for 

the limited skills and resources across 

the value chain of this particularly 

challenging technology. Too many of 

the programmes in CEE assume that 

foreign partners will automatically 

want to be part of the process. 

They have to come up with a convincing 

case why it is worth investing.” 

Upgrading existing generation 
plants and networks 
Despite the fact that operators and  

investors have become more selective,  

signifi cant opportunities remain for  

technology and services suppliers.  

Peter Kiss identified several such  

‘hotspots’, pointing out that Russia  

alone requires around USD 250–2751  

billion of investment in generation and  

that power grids across both regions  

need major and costly improvement. 

Natural gas–rich Russia, for example,  

with its ageing conventional generation  

base is ripe for upgrading to plants  

based on combined-cycle gas turbine  

(CCGT) technology, which achieves  

thermal effi ciency of up to 58 percent  

against the typical 35 percent of  

older systems. “Russia and the CEE  

countries are defi nitely targets for  

investment in this area,” said Kiss.  

And CCGT is already making an  

impact on the Russian fl eet. In  

November 2010, E.ON opened  

a 400 MW CCGT facility that it  

hailed as “the most effi cient and  

modern power station in Russia” at  

Shatura, 150km east of Moscow2 . 

Technical studies show that Russia’s  

elderly transmission and distribution  

networks are in a bad state of  

disrepair1. The mostly state-owned  

transmission operators will either  

need to fi nance increasing levels  

of maintenance and repair or  

upgrade the system with the latest  

technology from Western Europe.  

There is also a growing emphasis  

by government on the need for  

energy effi ciency in Russia’s  

homes and industries, potentially  

creating opportunities in areas  

such as metering technology.  
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Sectors in focus – Power & Utilities

Renewable Energy
Renewables are an increasingly 

important component of the power 

generation mix, especially in those 

CEE nations bound by the EU’s target 

to achieve 20 percent of energy 

consumption from renewable sources 

by 2020. “Renewables are a hot topic 

in CEE and generate a signifi cant 

interest from the West” confi rmed 

Kiss. The opportunities are, 

however, surrounded by commercial 

uncertainties. For example, in most 

cases renewables are not viable 

without state subsidies. The hoops that 

operators need to jump through to get 

a project off the ground also vary, for 

example in the length or complexity 

of the wind farm permitting process. 

“What western investors are looking 

for is a transparent and predictable 

regulatory regime that they can build 

into their business model,” said Kiss. 

Romania illustrates a CEE nation 

attempting to offer just that. At the end 

of 2009 the country had 14 MW of wind 

generation installed. According to the 

European Wind Energy Association 

this could rise to 3.5 GW by 2020. 

However to achieve that growth 

Romania needs help and in 2010, after 

several years of delay that brought 

investment to a virtual standstill, it 

passed legislation offering a range of 

long-term incentives to green power 

producers. Western utilities providers 

including Italy’s Enel, which opened its 

fi rst Romanian wind farm in December 

2010, have earmarked the country 

as a signifi cant wind opportunity3.

Hydropower, the most prolifi c and 

already economically viable clean 

energy source, will also create 

opportunities for equipment suppliers 

in Russia as it overhauls its generation 

fl eet, and for project development in 

CEE, said Kiss. A recent KPMG study 

highlighted the vast untapped potential 

of hydropower in CEE, which currently 

exploits just 30 percent of its total 

theoretical capacity4. 

Non-hydro renewables, however, 

will fi nd it harder to make inroads into 

Russia, where fuel for conventional 

generation is ubiquitous and long 

distances make effi cient transmission 

a problem.
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Summary 
Overall, no one doubts that the P&U 

markets of Russia and CEE will remain 

important to the sector in the west. 

For example, in December 2010 

Alstom signed supply agreements 

spanning Russia’s thermal, nuclear and 

hydro generation infrastructure and 

its transmission system5. However, 

for many western businesses the 

complexities and variations in the 

CEE and CIS markets require detailed 

understanding as companies prepare 

to develop strategies and make 

investments that will shape their 

businesses for the next decades. 

“These are fundamental decisions 

for the coming century,” said Kiss. 

For further information please speak to our experts: 

Peter Kiss 
Global Head of Power & Utilities 
Partner, KPMG in Hungary 

T +36 70 333 14 00 
peter.kiss@kpmg.hu 

Richard Noble 
Head of Power & Utilities, KPMG 
Europe Partner, KPMG in the UK 

T +44 (0)20 7311 1000 
richard.noble@kpmg.co.uk 

1 Prospects for the CEE Electricity Market. KMPG 2009 

2 E.ON media release 26/11/2010 

3 Enel media release 06/12/2010 

4 CEE Hydropower Outlook. KPMG 2010 

5 Alstom media release 09/12/2010 
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Sectors in focus – Diversifi ed Industrials 

Diversifi ed
 
Industrials
 
Trend-setting industrial corporations: A focus on green 
technology and smaller markets, the price of steel for 
the automotive industry or the consumer climate index 
for retail – these are key focus areas of multinational 
industrial corporations in machine and plant engineering, 
electrical engineering and technology. They are markets 
and segments where growth can be expected. 

© 2011 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership, is a subsidiary of KPMG Europe LLP and a member 
fi rm of the KPMG network of independent member fi rms affi liated with KPMG International Cooperative, 
a Swiss entity. All rights reserved. 

Most large industrial corporations such 

as ABB, Siemens, General Electric, 

and Philips have a long history of 

international business. They started with 

infrastructure development projects and 

the export of technology and services 

in many developing or emerging 

countries. Today they are represented 

there with their own sales and 

production facilities; they work with 

local suppliers, for local clients, and are 

increasingly in the process of building 

research, development and engineering 

facilities in emerging markets using 

local resources. 

The diversified industrials market has 

seen a considerable shift in international 

involvement. Industrial giants are 

no longer waiting for the invasion of 

competitors from emerging markets 

that are in the process of making their 

way to higher market segments and 

to Europe, but are taking the offensive 

and attacking these new competitors 

in their home markets. Siemens has 

already taken steps to embrace this 

shift utilising markets in China, India 

17 INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY 
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and Russia to test competitively-priced 

products and service innovations. 

For suppliers and medium-sized 

businesses from industrial nations this 

means definitively stepping off the 

throne and recognising the changing 

international environment. 

Siemens has recognised the growth 

potential represented in Africa with 

heavy investment planned over the 

next two years to increase sales. 

The country itself has emphasised 

its desire to set new economic 

and social standards as signifi cant 

infrastructural measures will be 

initiated in the country over the 

coming years. The desire for 

a higher quality of life always 

grows and with it the demand 

for industrial products and 

consumer goods. Those who 

have early knowledge of this 

information can position 

themselves to compete 

with large corporations 

or as partners at 

the right time. 

Green is also the trend abroad 
Not only is localisation and 

industrialisation of new markets on the 

agenda: the industrial corporations also 

identify sustainability as the new profi t 

area, especially in foreign markets. 

Thus, Siemens, a pioneer in green 

infrastructure, reports a high potential 

in renewable energy potential in Africa. 

This presents great opportunities 

for innovators of environmental and 

energy technology, and suppliers that 

already work with resource savings to 

fulfi l the new standards of their large 

customers and enter new channels or 

new markets. 



The subject of social responsibility 

is becoming increasingly signifi cant 

in foreign strategy: social reputation 

decides more than ever which countries 

can be collaborated with (ABB, Siemens 

and GE, for example, have ceased all 

non-humanitarian involvement in Iran)1, 

standards to which small businesses 

and suppliers will have to measure 

up to in the future. 

Positioning in next generation 
growth markets right now

Today, after China, Russia, India and 

Brazil, interest is growing in second-tier 

emerging markets. They may not offer 

the same potential and may require 

different strategies, but this “long tail” 

is also hiding key growth volumes. 

According to GE, after a BRIC decade, 

the ASEAN regions with 600 million 

inhabitants will now be the target 

trading area1. 

The new trend of smaller markets 

and segments is good news for 

medium-sized electronics companies 

and machine and plant engineering 

companies. They can assess how big 

a bag they can carry: while they could 

be just a small grain in a bag of rice in 

China and would not have the resources 

to handle the volume, they could fi nd a 

manageable market for themselves in 

the smaller market of Indonesia, limiting 

other competition there. Since the Asian 

crisis at the end of the 90s and China’s 

ascent, machine engineering countries 

like Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia 

have been neglected.

As an alternative to Asia there are 

countries like Turkey or Mexico 

for medium-sized companies: the 

number of competitors in electronics 

and industrial products sectors’ is 

signifi cantly lower here, competition is 

more manageable and dominated more 

by diversifi ed family businesses and 

some segment specialists. 

Verify the portfolio with precision

In reality, accurate consideration 

should be given to which sections of 

your portfolio match global industrial 

corporations in individual emerging 

markets: do you mainly deliver robust 

power plant technology like ABB in 

Bangladesh, or are you represented 

in Turkey by the entire spectrum 

of innovative network technology 

produced locally; do you mainly operate 

as a health and wellbeing company 

like Philips in ASEAN from 2010, or are 

you in search of opportunities in the 

consumer electronics and household 

appliance market in Mexico? 

For further information please speak 

to our expert:

Graham Smith
Partner, Global Head of Engineering 
& Industrial Products/Conglomerates,
KPMG in the UK

T +44 20 7311 4731
graham.smith@kpmg.co.uk
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The new trend of smaller markets and 
segments is good news for medium-sized 

electronics companies and machine and 
plant engineering companies.
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Shift in focus: 
Chemical production

is moving to the East
 
The chemical industry is undergoing a fundamental transformation. 

New suppliers from the Middle East, India and China are moving to the top 

of the world rankings and increasing the pressure on price and innovation. 


The chemical industry is 
shifting towards cheaper energy 
resources and higher volume 
growth markets. 
Lower natural resource prices together 

with high growth markets, lower 

manufacturing and logistic costs are 

enabling Middle East companies, 

and their Chinese counterparts, the 

opportunity to expand and provide a 

very real threat to the more established 

Western power houses. The struggle 

for access to cheap energy and raw 

materials and a secure supply draws 

companies’ interests increasingly to 

the Middle East, where they encounter 

a receptive investment and growth 

environment. Similarly with the ever-

increasing growth of the Chinese 

market driven by rapid urbanisation, 

a growing middle class together 

with government incentives, it has 

become a necessity for Western 

chemical companies to continue to 

develop their Chinese footprint. 

In 2009, approximately 24 percent of 

world chemical production originated 

from the EU, 10 percent being from 

the UK (26 percent from Germany, the 

largest EU chemical producer)1. Five 

out of the top ten chemical producers 

have their headquarters based in the 

EU, two within the UK itself.1 Experts 

are expecting this picture to change 

significantly in the upcoming years. 

Manufacturers in Saudi Arabia, China 

and India are getting ready to take over 

worldwide polyethylene and basic 

chemicals production. According to 

Cefic European Chemical Industry 

Council, in 2009, China, USA and Japan 

had the highest chemical sales with 

the UK being ranked 9th. If companies 

in the Middle and Far East, like Saudi 

Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC), 

maintain their growth rates (SABIC  

– currently 28 percent a year) in the  

medium term, by 2015 six of the ten  

largest world chemical producers  

may originate from these regions  

with only one remaining in the EU1. 

European companies will have to adjust  

to these changes with far-sighted  

internationalisation strategies. 
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Sectors in focus – Pharmaceuticals 

Shift in focus: 
Generic medication sets the tone in 

developing countries 
The pharma industry is facing the biggest challenges 
to its business model. 

The landscape of the pharmaceutical 

industry is changing. Although better 

protected from the economic downturn 

of 2008, the pharma industry faces 

challenges to its business model it has 

never seen before. Along with cost 

pressures resulting from increased 

interest from governments and other 

stakeholders alike, the industry is 

under considerable pressure to meet 

the rising unmet medical need. 

A growing and aging population, 

coupled with rising middle-income 

earners in emerging markets such 

as China, Russia, Brazil and India, are 

demanding a higher degree of medical 

care, with demonstrated value for 

money. Governments that attempt to 

control rising healthcare costs, expiring 

patents of European pharmaceutical 

companies, and increasing demand for 

affordable generic products in emerging 

countries are changing the market 

conditions. Currently, prescription 

generics only account for 11 percent of 

the global pharma market1. Even though 

the budget for healthcare is growing 

in many countries with prosperity and 

healthcare system reforms, lower-

income earners with typically minimal 

or no health insurance struggle to 

meet the costs of medicine. Recent 

healthcare reforms will see the big 

pharma taking steps to play their part in 

enabling a global affordable healthcare 

market in both well-established and 

emerging markets. 

Against cost pressures with 
innovation and joint ventures 
The pharma industry is not a mature 

industry – it continues to grow with 

the global population, emerging 

markets and improved socio-economic 

conditions. With this continued growth 

comes opportunities for companies 

that gain direct access to sales and 

client channels through joint ventures 

or acquisitions in markets like China, 

Russia, or Brazil. 

To participate in the growth of world 

markets, chemistry and pharmaceutical 

companies alike have to network 

internationally more than ever and seek 

out common expansion with emerging 

competitors. At the same time, 

European companies face the challenge 

of streamlining existing production 

facilities and establishing new ones in 

the markets of the future. Interesting 

acquisition opportunities are offered 

by the still heavily fragmented Asian 

markets. Along with big companies, 

smaller companies can score here 

with strong innovations in the area of 

sustainable hi-tech products. 

For further information please speak to our expert 
and country specialist: 

Chris Stirling Partner, European Head of 
Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals, KPMG in the UK 

T +44 20 7311 8512 
christopher.stirling@kpmg.com 
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International regulations – Risk & compliance 

Making corporate 
compliance policy 
work globally 
Today’s international businesses are accustomed 
to dealing with different cultures, legal frameworks 
and business traditions. However, given the 
diversity of legislation, regulation and laws across 
borders, and the considerable differences in their 
interpretation and application, companies that 
comply in one jurisdiction may well fall foul of 
regulations in another. 

© 2011 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership, is a subsidiary of KPMG Europe LLP and a member fi rm of 
the KPMG network of independent member fi rms affi liated with KPMG International Cooperative, a Swiss entity. 
All rights reserved. 

As different jurisdictions have 

different tolerances of crime, it is up 

to companies operating within the 

countries’ borders to ensure that they 

can incorporate local variations into 

their over-arching compliance policies. 

While it is easy to assume that the 

rules in the mature markets are 

more stringent than in high-growth 

jurisdictions, the reverse may be 

true. Take, for instance, corruption 

in the UK or the US, which might be 

punishable by a fine or imprisonment. 

In China, the same crime could result 

in the execution of an implicated 

public official. In 2009, the chairman of 

Chinese chemical giant Sinopec was 

sentenced to death (with a two-year 

reprieve) for accepting more than Rmb 

196 million (£17.5 million) in bribes1. 
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International regulations – Risk & compliance 

Expatriates do not get off lightly either 

lengthy prison terms have been meted 

out to those found guilty of contravening 

China’s anti-corruption laws. 

Therein lies a dilemma for Western 

companies. By law, a UK or US company 

that detects corruption between its 

subsidiary in China and a public offi cial 

in China may have an obligation to 

report its suspicions to the UK or US 

authorities. However, as the penalty 

in China might be life imprisonment or 

death by execution, the onus to report 

becomes a hefty burden that might see 

companies’ waiver in their duties. 

Anti-trust violations are also treated with 

varying degrees of severity depending 

on where the offence occurs. Fines are 

levied in the mature markets, whereas 

the remedy in some high-growth 

markets might be imprisonment or 

extradition. In Brazil, most notably, 

managers are held personally liable for 

up to 50 percent of the fi ne imposed for 

anti-trust violations, whether or not they 

are implicated directly.1 

Regulations on data privacy vary so 

widely that not even the 27 countries 

of the EU share a blanket policy. 

France and Germany, for instance, are 

more stringent than the UK in their 

interpretation of what constitutes 

personal information and in their 

application of data privacy regulations. 

A US court, for instance, could ask a 

company with operations in the UK, 

France and Germany to investigate 

allegations that might include fraud, 

corruption, cartel activity or price fi xing. 

The company is at liberty to review email 

correspondence and phone call logs 

(personal and otherwise) made over the 

corporate network by suspected UK 

personnel. However, the same is not 

possible for implicated employees of the 

same company in France and Germany. 

Depending on the facts of the case and 

the applicable laws, they may need to be 

informed of the action to be taken and 

permitted to segregate business from 

personal emails, even when the latter 

were sent or received on the employer’s 

IT systems. 

Even though the motive for reviewing 

email correspondence is to uncover 

fraud or corruption, and may be in 

response to a US court order, an 

employee in Germany or France could 

sue the employer for breach of data 

privacy. The UK might argue that such 

stringent rules prevent the reporting of 

all but the most serious crimes. 

Dynamic regulations 
Regulations, rules and legislation are 

constantly changing, making it diffi cult 

for companies to keep up with the 

latest status. Take, for example, recent 

initiatives in Brazil, Russia, India and 

China (BRIC): 
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•	 Brazil launched its Anti-Cartel  

Enforcement Day in 2008, which  

is celebrated every October 8th  

(when the fi rst leniency agreement  

was executed in Brazil) to raise  

awareness to Brazilian citizens  

generally ill informed about the  

harm caused by cartels and  

the importance of anti-cartel  

enforcement.2 

•	 Russia issued its National Strategy 

to Fight Corruption in April 2010. 

Foreign companies working in Russia 

are urged to sign up to the strategy. 

It is designed to reduce bribery in 

businesses. Non-compliance will see 

fi rms expelled from the agreement, 

publicly damaging their reputations. 

•	 India launched its Right to  

Information Act (RTI) in 2005, giving  

all citizens the right to request  

information from a “public authority”  

and to receive a response within 30  

days. This is designed to promote  

transparency and accountability. 

•	 China’s Central Discipline Inspection  

Commission sent examples of  

corrupt behaviour to all civil servants  

requiring them to conduct self-

evaluations. It is probable that  

Chinese initiatives such as this might  

uncover illegal or unethical activity  

by foreign investors. 

The US, meanwhile, has enlisted new 

ways to  encourage whistleblowing. 

The Dodd-Frank Act, passed in July 

2010, applies to all companies publicly 

traded in or operating in the US. 

Designed to curb fi nancial misconduct, 

the act effectively awards a bounty,  

worth between 10 and 30 percent of 

fi nes levied, to informants who provide 

“original information” to the Securities 

and Exchange Commission (SEC)1. 

There is, for some, an incentive to by

pass in-house compliance procedures 

to reap the bigger SEC reward. 

Such dynamic regulations can frustrate 

compliance activities for foreign 

companies that implement over-arching 

compliance architectures or frameworks 

with allowances for national variations. 

Tackling compliance diversity 
No matter how great the variance 

in penalties for misconduct or 

malpractice across borders, there is 

broad consensus and consistency in 

both mature and high-growth markets 

as to what constitutes illegal activity.  

This consensus and consistency can 

become the foundation for a fi rm-wide 

code of conduct that applies to all 

operations in all geographies. 

Modifi cations can be incorporated into  

the code to allow for regional variations.  

So, for instance, Russia’s Civil Code  

permits the receipt of simple gifts, worth  

up to 80 euros, as long as no services 

are offered in exchange1. While this may 

potentially conflict with a company’s own 

zero-tolerance policy on receipt of gifts, 

some companies may choose to tolerate 

the local custom and revise the “central” 

policy. This illustrates ways in which 

local customs can be incorporated into a 

worldwide code of conduct. 

Companies can help to create an over-

arching compliance policy that works 

for them by pooling information from 

different jurisdictions. A compliance 

“help desk” can help employees across 

different locations with day-to-day 

conformity with the corporate policy. 

This central function can also gather 

information from different sources as 

to the effectiveness of the policy and 

provide analysis to further refi ne the 

global code of conduct. 

Despite differences and confl icts 

in regulations, interpretation and 

application, a corporate code of 

conduct, when designed well, should 

not result in grey areas. Adaptability 

need not result in uncertainty. 

For further information please speak 

to our expert: 

Adam Bates 
Partner, UK Head of Risk & 
Compliance, KPMG in the UK 

T +44 20 7311 3934 
adam.d.bates@kpmg.co.uk 

1 Source: KPMG Auslandsstrategie im Wandel (International Strategy in Transition) – German report 2010 
2 Source: Brazilian Ministry of Justice – http://portal.mj.gov.br/data/Pages/MJ34431BE8ITEMID3DA D7B1909B2482 
EB4A0C2456D06789DPTBRIE.htm INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY 24 
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Avoiding the unexpected
 
– tax structuring investments
into emerging markets 
Generally speaking the primary aim when investing in emerging 
markets is not to exploit tax benefits. The main interest will usually 
be the market potential, the access to resources and, in many 
places, the labour cost advantages. However, multi-national groups 
well used to establishing new operations overseas should be wary 
of assuming that their normal approach to tax structuring will be 
appropriate when investing in emerging markets for the fi rst time. 

Without careful planning using local 

expertise there are many unexpected 

pitfalls to catch the unwary and 

opportunities that could easily be 

missed. This article looks at some of 

the more common tax issues that 

should be considered by groups 

planning an investment in an emerging 

market economy. 

Choice of operating vehicle and 
in-country structure 
There are often many different legal 

forms to choose from when setting 

up operations in a new country. It is 

therefore worth considering whether 

certain legal forms offer more tax 

advantages than others. For example, 

since December 2009 China has 

allowed foreign investment into a 

Chinese partnership and, depending 

upon the specific facts, this may be 

more advantageous than investing 

into a Chinese limited company1. 

Unlike dividends paid by a limited 

company, profit distributions out 

of a partnership are not subject 

to dividend withholding tax. 

International holding 
company structures 
The choice of where to hold the 

investment from can signifi cantly 

impact the return earned by the 

investor. In particular it will have an 

impact on dividend withholding tax 

(where there is one) and on capital 

gains. The capital gains treatment is not 

just important in the case of a disposal 

– it can also be an important factor 

during the lifetime of an investment. 

For example in India, share buybacks 

(often used as a tax-effi cient alternative 

to dividends) are themselves 

taxable disposals for capital gains 

tax. The capital gains treatment is 

also important if the group wishes 

to reorganise the shareholding, for 

example to introduce leverage (e.g. by 

a “debt pushdown” – see next page). 

In Brazil, there is an extra complication 

that shareholders in countries 

regarded as “tax havens” are treated 

less favourably from the viewpoint 

of the thin capitalisation rules. 

Getting the holding company structure 

right can therefore make a very big 

difference to the fi nancial success 

of a new venture in an emerging 

market economy. 

Leverage 
When looking at how to debt fi nance and 

investment in an emerging market, there 

are often more issues to consider than 

with similar investments in a developed 

country. One major aspect is exchange 

control in its various forms. While in Brazil 

a loan from overseas can be made with 

minimal formalities (and even registration 

with the Brazilian Central Bank is not 

compulsory), in both China and India the 

making of a loan from a foreign group 

company is subject to strict conditions, 

parameters and procedures1. 

Another issue with leverage is that 

of currency. Generally, from a tax 

viewpoint it is preferable to make a loan 

in the local currency. Where, however, 

the currency in question is subject to 

exchange controls, it will be necessary 

to consider whether the country in 
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International regulations – Tax 

question will allow more foreign 

currency to leave the country on 

repayment than entered the country 

when the loan was made. Making a loan 

so that, economically, it is in the local 

currency is often a key aspect of tax and 

finance planning for an investment. 

Other issues relating to leverage include 

whether VAT or other indirect taxes 

apply to the interest (for example, 

interest expense in China is subject 

to five percent business tax1) and 

withholding taxes. Each country will 

also have its own rules on interest 

deductibility and care needs to be taken 

to manage these appropriately. 

Debt pushdowns 
A debt pushdown may be the only 

way for a corporate group to ensure it 

gets tax relief for its interest expense 

but many tax authorities dislike them. 

Designing a debt pushdown that is 

effective requires very careful planning 

in any country. In emerging markets 

there are often additional obstacles, 

for example a lack of tax neutrality 

for the necessary reorganisation. 

Planning to keep options open for a 

future debt pushdown, and affecting the 

debt pushdown itself, both require very 

careful consideration and seeking local 

expertise is advisable. 

“Trapped cash” 
This is a common problem for 

successful investments into emerging 

markets. This may be due either to the 

excessive tax cost of paying a dividend 

(sometimes due to inadequate planning 

when the investment was made) or to 

the fact that the business generates 

cash in excess of distributable reserves. 

With careful planning, it is in many 

cases possible to use alternative ways 

of repatriating cash to the parent at a 

lower or nil tax cost. 

Supply chain and contractual 
structuring 
This too is an area that needs careful 

thought. Inadequate planning in this 

regard can result in an unexpected 

taxable presence (a “permanent 

establishment”) of a foreign group 

company in the emerging market 

in question. This could increase the 

indirect tax burden and may bring a 

large share of the global profits into the 

tax charge in the country concerned. 

The definition of a permanent 

establishment in many emerging 

market tax treaties is often wider 

than in the OECD model meaning 

even experienced in-house group 

tax departments can be faced with 

unexpected results. 

Transfer pricing 
Another area that can catch the unwary 

is transfer pricing. In some emerging 

economies the local transfer pricing 

rules are non-OECD compliant and 

standard group procedures may not be 

appropriate. For example, in Brazil care 

needs to be taken with minimum profi t 

benchmarks. 

Incentives 
Economic and investment development 

programmes in many places include 

subsidies, tax holidays, customs and 

duties reliefs and other tax reliefs which 

might depend upon location, sector or 

labour market issues. It is not unusual 

for overseas groups to fail to take 

advantage of the local tax incentives 

on offer, often simply because they are 

unaware they are available. 

Conclusion 
Getting the tax structure right from 

the outset can make a substantial 

difference to the success or otherwise 

of an investment in a growth market. 

Seeking local advice upfront rather than 

assuming it will be “business as usual” 

will help growing businesses avoid 

the unexpected. 

For further information please speak to our expert: 

Jane McCormick Partner, Tax, KPMG in the UK 

T +44 20 7311 5624 
jane.mccormick@kpmg.co.uk 
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Focus: 
tax, social security
and employment law 
Many businesses increasingly require a mobile workforce, 
capable of global coverage. Nearly all foreign expansion requires 
assignments of at least a short duration to oversee either the 
set up of a new business or the integration of a newly purchased 
business into the culture, IT systems and reporting lines of the 
headquarters. 
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International regulations – Tax 

Employees who are required to work  

overseas, however, face a wealth  

of issues and regulations, covering  

tax, social security, and immigration,  

together with having to deal with  

a different culture and, not least,  

the upheaval of relocation! KPMG’s  

International Executive Services  

practice assists employers in managing  

their global workforces by providing  

practical advice on all these issues.  

Issues include: 
•	 Immigration visas 

•	 Tax and Social Security Withholding 

– 1 day working in a country can 


trigger a reporting obligation
 

•	 Completing the necessary 

applications to remain in home 

country social security and claiming 

exemption from host social security 

•	 Claiming exemption under a treaty 

•	 Claiming credit for foreign taxes 

under treaties and or domestic 

country rules 

•	 Working abroad frequently complicates  

the home country fi ling requirements 

•	 Dealing with the tax return in the 

foreign country 

•	 Danger of unexpected permanent 

establishments of the employer 

being created 

•	 Determining the correct tax 

treatment of allowances and 

expenses whilst working abroad 

from both the home and host country 

perspective 

•	 Effect on pension entitlement 

•	 Determining the employees 

residence status in both the host 

and home country. 

Case study 

•	 Over the past three years KPMG’s IES and Pensions team have been  

advising and assisting an international petrochemical company in  

managing their global assignee population   

• Our work involved: 

– Working with a number of tax authorities globally to settle any
  

historical tax liabilities
   

– Tax compliance services in relation to its international assignee population  

– Reviewing, developing and harmonising assignment policies to ensure 


consistency and transparency across its assignee population
  

– Pensions advice following its acquisition of another entity 

– Providing advice and looking at the possibility of setting up a global 


employment company to support its rapid growth strategy 
 

– We have successfully worked with the client in putting in place suitable 

policies, processes and procedures to effectively manage their global 

assignee population, whilst at the same time, helping them meet their 

overall international growth strategy 

– Our global IES team works collaboratively with employers to develop
  

bespoke strategies and practical solutions. KPMG was the fi rst fi rm to
  

offer web-based assignment tracking and management systems and
  

we continue to develop progressive and user-friendly systems geared to
  

employers’ needs.
  

For further information please speak to our expert: 

Mike Linter Partner, Tax, KPMG in the UK 

T +44 (0) 113 231 3313 
mike.linter@kpmg.co.uk 
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